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EXCLUSIVE CONTENT FROM THE INTERNATIONAL 
NEWS EXPERTS
Reuters, the world’s most trusted international news 
source now brings you original, ‘long-form’ enterprise 
articles, Reuters Special Reports. Investigating the 
people, trends and issues that are defining our times; 
covering economics, business, politics, diplomacy, 
health, technology and more. Driven by deep, 
proprietary reporting, Reuters Special Reports uncover 
new facts and sheds new analytical light on topics of 
international interest. 

Differentiate your offering and attract new audiences 
with exclusive, engaging stories, powerful imagery and 
graphics. Available as online multimedia reports and 
supported by all Reuters Connect delivery methods.

KEY BENEFITS
Reuters Special Reports are made possible by two 
new teams at Reuters: The Global Enterprise Group, a 
growing team of veteran investigative reporters and 
editors with editing desks in America, Europe and 
Asia; and the data team - a squad of online 
investigative reporting specialists. 

With the advantage of access to Reuters extensive 
international network of beat reporters, 
photographers and graphic artists, and over 150 years 
of general, political and economic news reporting, 
Reuters Special Reports also deliver:

✓ Groundbreaking investigative projects and quick-
turnaround, deep-dives into current news issues

✓ Clear and concise reporting following Reuters Trust 
Principles of independence, integrity and freedom 
from bias

✓ Deeper, more detailed and exhaustively researched 
analysis

✓ Ready-to-publish online reports accompanied by 
related multimedia, including Reuters award-
winning photography, video* and graphics

✓ Content compatible with all mobile devices, 
including tablet technology

WHAT’S INCLUDED

• Up to four articles per week, delivered in time to run 
in weekend publications

• Long-form articles, 1500-3000 words in length
• Stories accompanied by related imagery, graphics 

and text stories
• Advance notice of stories via email alerts and 

schedules
• Editorial contact details for any questions or further 

information on each story

NEW REUTERS SPECIAL 
REPORTS
INVESTIGATING THE WORLD’S MOST IMPORTANT PEOPLE, 
TRENDS AND ISSUES

RECENT HIGHLIGHTS

Reuters Special Reports cover business, finance, 
economics, politics, diplomacy, war and national 
security, technology, law, science and medical affairs. 
Highlights and award-winning articles in 2011 
include:

“Shell Games“,  a series on corporate secrecy
“The secret plan to take Tripoli”
Mistakes, misfortune, meltdown: Japan’s Quake”
“In cyberspy vs cyberspy, China has the edge”
“If Monterrey falls, Mexico falls”
“The ties that bind the federal reserve”
“In Libya, the cellphone as a weapon”
“A pinch of doubt over salt”

For more information, contact your Reuters Account 
Manager or visit reuters.com/newsagency
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